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corrected ASAP.

As mentioned previously, I have been dealing in the past few issues with an in-depth detail

about a few terms and concepts used very commonly in the arena of Mutual Funds. In the

last issue, I dealt with – Direct and Regular Mutual Funds – Features, Advantages,

Differences, Switching and other aspects, Dividend or Growth Option: Purpose, Suitability,

Taxability, Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap, Goal Planning and How to Build a Goal

Driven Portfolio and some concepts associated with all of them. I hope the above terms and

concepts don’t seem alien to you as I move further.

Let us continue with our discussion on Mutual Funds from where we left

it in Part 18 of the series.

The Two Styles of Investing

A savvy investor will tell us that there is more than one way of investing. A smart investor will

make sure they mix their investment approach when it comes to investing in different stocks etc.

Growth investing and Value investing are two different styles of investing that have their own
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merits and both seek to fulfill the common goal of maximizing the value of investment for the

investors.

Growth Investing

1. These are stocks of those companies that have registered better than the average gains in the

market and are projected to continue with the high growth rates. Of course, these are only

projections based on empirical evidence and the results are impacted by the market

conditions.

2. These emerging growth companies do not have a long history of big earnings but have shown

potential for high earnings. These stocks tend to be more volatile than their peers and are

accompanied by the possibilities of sharp price drops premised on negative news and market

sentiments.

3. This means that these companies continue their high earning performance even in the face of

adverse economic conditions. This happens while other companies tend to slow down owing

to disappointing market conditions.

4. Growth stocks are also much higher priced comparatively as investors are ready to pay a

higher price to acquire them with the prospect of selling them at a much higher price as the

company grows.

(Image Courtesy: Google)

Value Investing

1. These are companies whose stock prices are not the real determinants of their worth.

Investors with a keen eye for profits seek out these companies that seem to be undervalued in

the market, but are backed by strong potential.

2. Such companies can be analyzed by a comparative study of their current market value and

their intrinsic value. The intrinsic value of these firms can be calculated by taking into

consideration a lot of factors.

3. These are financial statements of the company, its business model, management and its

position amongst its competitors in the market. If a company’s current market value is lower

than its intrinsic value, it is said to be of value.

4. Value Investing stocks are accompanied with lesser levels of risk as compared to the rest of

the market. These are better suited for long-term investment horizons.
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5. Prices of value stocks are quoted at rates below similar other companies in their industry.

They are no doubt priced lower and cheaper than growth stocks.

6. It is assumed that the stocks of companies with good intrinsic value are capable of surviving

unfavorable economic scenarios in the long run and the investor faith will help the company

bounce back.

7. Value stocks, as seen from past performances, tend to do well during the period of early

economic recovery but post that begins to slacken a bit when the bull market is sustained.

(Image Courtesy: Google)

Suitability of Growth Investing vs. Value Investing

1. Both these approaches have their benefits. A combination of growth and value investing in

the longer-term period is not an uncommon sight as it has the potential of high returns with

less risk involved.

2. Technically speaking, this approach enables investors to benefit from the economic cycles

where the scenario may either favor value or growth stocks. This ensures a smooth return on

investment over a course of time.

Conclusion

Questions about which is a better option of investment have been answered by some studies that

indicate that value investing has a better performance record in the long run on a value adjusted

condition, but growth investment is known to give very high returns.

How can Compound Interest in Mutual Funds make us Rich?

Compound interest is the interest earned on interest. Compound interest leads to a substantial

growth of our investments over time. Albert Einstein once said, 'Compound interest is the

eighth wonder of the world. He, who understands it, earns it; he who doesn't, pays it’. If we

invest a sum of money at 10% for 5 years, we will multiply our wealth by 1.6 times. If we invest

our capital at that rate for 10 times as long (50 years), we will not multiply our wealth by 16

times, but by more than 117 times.

Does this strike as something surprising?

It should, because exponential growth (also known as compound growth) is difficult for the

human mind to grasp. Understanding it, however, is the well-spring of successful
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investing. Hence, even a smaller initial investment amount can fetch us higher wealth

accumulation provided we have a longer investment horizon of about five years.

What is Compound Interest?

The most significant aspect of compounding is that it offers interest on the previously earned

interest along with the base capital. The whole idea of compounding is to build a broad base

which keeps on adding to the previous earnings. If our initial investment is Rs. 1 lakh and is

compounded at the rate of 10% per annum for the next 15 years, then we will have a base of Rs.

4,17,725. This is how compounding creates a cycle of earnings that keeps growing. As an

investor, keep in mind that the crucial point of compounding is that the earnings generated by the

investment should be re-invested. One must not, at any point, withdraw their returns. This

withdrawing of profits will not let the bases of the investments grow to a more significant sum.

How does Compounding occur in Mutual Funds?

Mutual funds are designed to make the most out of the power of compounding. Investors gain

when the value of fund units goes up. If we invest with a long-term horizon, then the power of

compounding will be unleashed to the fullest, which helps us grow our investment. This is

particularly the case in mutual funds as the returns generated in the form of capital gains are re-

invested to create additional profits. If we choose to invest Rs. 1,000 a month in a mutual fund

scheme for the next ten years and if the rate of return is 8% per annum, then we will notice that

our investment of Rs. 1,20,000 in 10 years will yield us a profit of Rs. 1,82,946. Now if we

choose to invest it further for say another ten years, then money now reinvested will grow even

faster to fetch us Rs. 3,94,967. A unique feature of compounding is that our existing investment,

along with the return on investment and the new investment each month, all contribute towards

further gains.

Example:

If we begin investing Rs. 1 lakh a year and increase our investment by 10% a year, then this is

how compounded interest helps our money grow:

Year Opening balance

(Rs.)

Investment

(Rs.)

10% Interest

(Rs.)

Closing balance

(Rs.)

1 – 1,00,000 10,000 1,10,000

2 1,10,000 1,10,000 22,000 2,42,000

3 2,42,000 1,21,000 36,300 3,99,300

4 3,99,300 1,33,100 53,240 5,85,640

5 5,85,640 1,46,410 73,205 8,05,255
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Total investment: Rs. 6,10,510 | Value after 5 years: Rs. 8,05,255 | Interest earned: Rs.

1,94,745

(Image Courtesy: Google)

How much should One invest to achieve his Financial Goals?

There are calculators available online where we can quickly get to know how much savings is

needed to achieve a given goal. The tools available online give us the particular figures based on

how much time we want to compound for, the rate of interest offered and so on. The rule for

compounding is simple – the sooner we start investing, the more time our money has to grow.

COMPOUNDING is our passive income.

I will give a very simple example here:

 If we started investing Rs. 10,000 a month on our 40th birthday, in 20 years time we would

have put aside Rs. 24 lakhs.

 If that investment grew by an average of 7% a year, it would be worth Rs. 52.4 lakhs when

we reach 60.

 However, if we started investing 10 years earlier, our Rs. 10,000 each month would add up to

Rs. 36 lakh over 30 years.

 Assuming the same average annual growth of 7%, we would have Rs. 1.22 Crore on our 60th

birthday – More than double the amount we would have received if we had started ten years

earlier!

RULE 72

 In personal finance, if we divide the number 72 by the rate of interest, we get to know the

number of years it will take for us to double the money, for example, if the rate of interest is

9%, simply divide the number 72 by 9% and the answer is 8. Thus, it will take 8 years to

double our money if we invest at 9% rate of interest.

 We can use this rule in reverse to know the rate of interest needed to double our money to

achieve our set goal, for example, if we have Rs. 2,50,000 today and we need Rs. 5,00,000 in

5 years – Just divide the number 72 by 5, the answer is 14.41%. Thus, we need a type of
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Investment Avenue; where we earn at least 14.41% as rate of interest/return to double our

investment amount in 5 years.

 This 'Rule 72' helps us to understand about inflation also. It helps us to calculate the amount

of time it will take for inflation to make the real value of money half.

 Let us say present inflation is 5.5%. When we divide 72 by 5.5% the answer is 13.09 years.

 That is to say, if we have Rs. 1,00,000 in our kitty today, it would take around 13.09 years

for the value of the money to be halved.

How to Adjust the Rule of 72 for Higher Accuracy?

 The rule of 72 can be made more accurate by adjusting it back to more closely resembling

the compound interest formula effectively transforming the rule of 72 into the rule of 69.3.

 Without the aid of a calculator, there isn't really any reason to substitute 72 in for 69.3.

 In fact, many investors prefer to use the rule of 69 rather than the rule of 72.

 For maximum accuracy – especially for continuous compounding interest rate instruments –

use the rule of 69.3.

 The number 72 has many convenient factors, including 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9. This makes it

easier to use the rule of 72 for a close approximation of compounding periods.

Total Return Index vs. Price Return Index – Comparison, Effect on

Mutual Fund Investors

A couple of years back, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) asked mutual fund

houses to change how they were supposed to measure the fund performance. They were

instructed to consider Total Return Index (TRI) as the new benchmark from 1st February 2018.

Such a move was aimed to provide the investors with an appropriate benchmark. The Total

Return Index (TRI) will give an accurate picture of a mutual fund scheme before one decides

about investing. Earlier, all the mutual fund schemes were benchmarked against Price Return

Index (PRI). SEBI found this index as highly inadequate in capturing the holistic performance of

a mutual fund scheme. Before embarking on the differences, let us understand what exactly does

a benchmark mean (Although Earlier Explained in Part 16 of this series).

What is a benchmark?

A benchmark, also called an index, is a collection of securities taken at the prevailing market

price. The value of the benchmark is equal to the sum of the price of its components. When the

price of it’s components changes, the price of the benchmark also changes. The benchmark acts

as a reference point against which the performance of a mutual fund can be compared. If the fund

performs worse than the benchmark, we may consider it to have underperformed as against index.

If the fund performs better than the benchmark, we may call it beating the index.
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Total Return Index (TRI) vs. Price Return Index (PRI)

An investment vehicle like a mutual fund generates returns by two means, i.e. capital

appreciation and dividend payouts. Capital appreciation refers to the increase or decrease in the

market price of the security. While measuring returns generated by security like equity fund, then

both the above components play a crucial role. However, until recently, only one of them was

considered for gauging performance. The Price Return Index (PRI), which acted as the

benchmark for mutual fund schemes, captured only the capital appreciation aspect of index

constituents. It ignored the dividend payment component of mutual fund schemes. Total Return

Index (TRI) has been introduced to make things transparent and credible. It includes both the

capital gains and dividend component to determine returns. For an identical basket of securities,

the return of a total return index will always be higher than that of the price return index. It will

be so due to the additional payouts by way of dividends. Thus, sticking only to the price return

index might overstate the extent by which the mutual fund scheme outperformed the benchmark.

This is going to be misleading. Additionally, the fund houses have been receiving a lot of

subscription owing to news of schemes outperforming the benchmark. SEBI’s move was

relevant to prevent the investors from having a wrong impression.

Effect on Mutual Fund Investors

Using the Total Return Index (TRI) in place of Price Return Index (PRI) can affect the future

investment strategies of the investors especially as regards moving from active investing to

passive investing. Historically, a large number of actively managed mutual funds have

outperformed the benchmark indices over the long term. But as their asset under management

grew, the degree of excess return or alpha started shrinking. If we find that our fund which

outperformed the Price Return Index is underperforming the Total Return Index, for example in

3 to 5 years, it is time to conduct a detailed performance review. In case the situation doesn’t

improve, then we might have to switch to alternate fund options. Investors elsewhere are

gradually transitioning to passive investing. They are investing in low-cost investment vehicles

like index funds and ETFs. We can think of the same to earn better returns.

Absolute & Relative Returns – Meaning, Calculation & Importance

Relative Returns

Relative returns refer to returns as compared to a benchmark index in the country. It is the

difference between the absolute return and the market index return. Mutual funds aim to produce

a performance which beats the benchmark.

Importance of Relative returns

1. Can measure the performance of a fund during both bear and bullish markets.

2. Helps in identifying those funds that are providing better returns than the index.

3. Helps in making decisions.
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4. Considers both bullish and bearish market trends.

5. Accounts for a long-term time horizon.

When to Use the Relative Return Analysis?

Relative returns help investors in picking up those funds that are outperforming the market.

Hence, if an investor wants to know the right time to switch to a new mutual fund, this analysis

will help him derive the fund. For example – When a fund manager leaves and takes up another

fund, then he/she can tell if the gain or returns are more than the old fund.

Absolute Returns

Absolute return is the return that the mutual fund has provided over a specified period. Whatever

the returns that the mutual fund provides are the absolute return without comparing to any

benchmark index. Here, the fund managers are also called as the hedge fund managers who aim

to maximize the return using various strategies in the market for the investors irrespective of the

market trends. For example – If a mutual fund’s current value is Rs. 10,000 and investment value

is Rs. 8,000, then the absolute return is (10,000-8,000)/8,000, which turns out to be 25%.

Importance of Absolute Returns

1. Diversified portfolio for better returns.

2. The short-term time horizon for faster returns (a long-term is also an option).

3. Not impacted much by the volatility of the markets.

4. Dynamic risk management.

5. The goal is always to provide positive returns.

6. Simple and straightforward to calculate.

When to Use Absolute Return Analysis?

Absolute returns can be used when investors are looking to assume some risk in exchange for the

potential to earn high returns. This is irrespective of the timeframe.

Examples of Absolute and Relative Returns

Sr

No

Scheme / Category Name 3 Months 1 year 3 years 5 Years

1 Axis Long Term Equity Fund – Regular

Plan – Growth

0.5% 21.6% 9.1% 22.8%

2 SBI Magnum Taxgain Scheme 1993 – -2.0% 16.4% 7.1% 17.1%
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Regular Plan – Growth

3 Aditya Birla Sun Life Tax Fund –

Regular Plan – Growth Option

-0.4% 25.8% 11.3% 21.1%

4 ICICI Prudential Long Term Equity Fund

(Tax Saving) – Regular Plan – Growth

0.3% 12.5% 7.6% 17.8%

5 HDFC Tax Saver Fund – Regular Plan –

Growth Plan

-3.5% 16.8% 8.9% 18.2%

6 Nifty Index 50 0.4% 16.3% 5.8% 12.2%

7 BSE 100 -0.6% 16.3% 6.7% 12.8%

1. For the funds with serial number 1-5, the returns mentioned are the absolute returns over

three months, one year, three years and five years.

2. Relative Returns: Relative return of the mutual funds are calculated as below :

Relative return for Axis Long Term Equity Fund and Nifty index:

Relative return 3 months: (0.5%-0.4%) = 0.1%

1 year: (21.6%-16.3%) = 5.3%

3 years: (9.1%-5.8%) = 3.3%

5 years: (22.8%-12.2%) = 10.6%

Here, we can see that the Axis Long Term Equity Fund has outperformed the Nifty over all

the time and hence, can be considered as a good fund.

Similarly, for SBI Magnum Tax Gain scheme, which has underperformed for three months

and has been at par for a year, it can be considered a long-term bet with returns at 4.9%

(17.1%-12.2%).

Trailing & Rolling Returns – Meaning, Calculation & Importance

There are two ways to evaluate mutual fund performance and they are:

1. Trailing returns

2. Rolling returns

Let us understand the two in detail with examples of return/s percentage of a few mutual funds:

Trailing returns

Trailing returns are the returns generated over a given period. It can be the year to date (YTD),

one year, three years and so on. These are also called point to point returns. Trailing returns are
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the most relevant measures to evaluate the performance for a mutual fund. With trailing returns,

we can see an excellent 10-year performance but a not so good one-year or five-year

performance. The calculation of returns consists of the change in share price over a recent period

plus any dividends earned per share over time.

Features of Trailing returns

1. Most relevant – Used by mutual funds to publish performance over different time blocks:

2. Historical data is used for a block of period

3. Data is easily present at any point in time

Examples of Trailing returns – Tax Saver ELSS Funds returns till Feb 2018

Trailing Return %

Scheme/Category Name 3 Months 1 year 3 years 5 Years

Axis Long Term Equity Fund – Regular

Plan – Growth

0.50% 21.60% 9.10% 22.80%

SBI Magnum Tax Gain Scheme 1993 –

Regular Plan – Growth

-2% 16.40% 7.10% 17.10%

Aditya Birla Sun Life Tax Fund – Regular

Plan – Growth

-0.40% 25.80% 11.30% 21.10%

ICICI Prudential Long Term Equity Fund

(Tax Saving) – Regular Plan – Growth

0.30% 12.50% 7.60% 17.80%

HDFC Tax Saver Fund – Regular Plan –

Growth

-3.50% 17.10% 8.90% 18.20%

(Image Courtesy: Google)
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Rolling returns

Technically speaking, rolling returns are the average annualized returns taken for a given

timeframe on every day/week/month and taken till the last day of the duration. It measures the

fund’s absolute and relative performance over some time at regular intervals. For example:

Between periods at various intervals: Return every three months 2010-2015 or returns every six

months from 2008-2018. Rolling returns take several such blocks of 3, 5 or 10-year periods at

various intervals and see how the fund has performed over that period which makes this return

more indicative of the actual performance of the fund. Due to different periods, the return

consistency of the fund over the period can be analyzed as it considers both upside and downside

market trends. For example, if we have a three-year investment horizon (holding period) and

want to see rolling returns of a mutual fund scheme from 1/1/2006 to 1/1/2016, we start by

calculating the annualized return from 1/1/2006 to 1/1/2009 (change in NAV between 1/1/2006

to 1/1/2009, annualized). Next, calculate the annualized return from 2/1/2006 to 2/1/2009, then

from 3/1/2006 to 3/1/2009, and so on.

Advantages of Rolling Returns

1. An effective measure to evaluate the performance of mutual funds

2. Accurate

3. Not biased towards any period

4. Provides proper insights to an investor

5. Suitable for a recurring (monthly or quarterly) or a SIP investor

6. Used for computing the mean return of the mutual fund

Examples of Rolling returns in Mutual Funds

1. Small and Mid-Cap Funds – Start date 1 April 2014 – Rolling returns for a period of three

years at an interval of three months:

Key Parameters (Return %) Return Consistency (% of times)

Scheme/Category
Name

Average Median Maximu
m

Minim
um

Les
s
tha
n
0%

0 –
5
%

5 – 10% 10 –
15%

15 –
20%

Greate
r than
20%

Aditya Birla Sun
Life Equity Fund –
Growth – Regular

Plan

17.72 17.24 24.98 12.33 0 0 0 10.74 76.03 13.22

SBI Small &
Midcap – Regular
Plan – Growth

31.21 30.49 39.73 24.76 0 0 0 0 0 100

HDFC Small Cap
Fund – Regular

21.01 21.07 26.21 16.48 0 0 0 0 25.62 74.38
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Growth Plan

Axis Midcap Fund
– Growth

13.77 12.7 22.51 8.59 0 0 8.26 68.6 10.74 12.4

ICICI Prudential
MidCap Fund –

Growth

18.05 16.92 29.2 11.79 0 0 0 20.66 60.33 19.01

(Table Courtesy: Cleartax.com)

2. Tax Saving ELSS Funds – Start date 1 April 2014 – Rolling returns for period of 3 years at

an interval of 3 months:

Rolling Return (%) Return Consistency (% of times)

Scheme/Categ
ory Name

Avera
ge

Media
n

Maxi
mum

Mini
mum

Les
s
tha
n
0%

0
–
5
%

5 –
10%

10 –
15%

15 –
20%

Grea
ter
than
20%

Axis Long
Term Equity
Fund – Growth

15.7 14.97 22.75 8.95 0 0 2.48 47.93 37.19 12.4

SBI Magnum
Taxgain

Scheme 1993 –
Regular Plan –

Growth

12.41 12.04 18.13 7.04 0 0 12.4 74.38 13.22 0

Aditya Birla
Sun Life Tax
Plan – Regular
Plan – Growth

17.76 17.39 24.54 11.3 0 0 0 13.22 71.07 15.7

ICICI
Prudential
Long Term
Equity Fund
(Tax Saving) –

Growth

11.67 10.71 20.07 7.37 0 0 34.71 52.07 12.4 0.83

HDFC
TaxSaver –
Growth

12.2 11.45 19.52 8.17 0 0 13.22 74.38 12.4 0

(Table Courtesy: Cleartax.com)

CONCLUSION

The trailing return will correctly show the way, a fund has performed in the long run. Yet, it is

difficult to understand from this data as to how consistent the fund was during good and bad

times which affects the return percentage to an investor. Rolling returns will give the overall
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yield of the fund over some time at specific intervals which will help the investor to choose the

best fund in terms of performance and consistency. Though we mostly see the data in terms of

trailing returns by fund houses and sites, rolling returns have also started gaining popularity

among investors of mutual funds.

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) – What is CAGR and how is it

useful?

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

Any investment that offers us the benefit of compounding can help us double our investment and

build wealth. CAGR shows how much a person’s investment grew over a specific period. In

other words, it is the average returns an investor has earned on the investments after a given

interval, for example one year. The bank or the financial institution calculates this rate in terms

of percentage. A single stock or a mutual fund can’t provide us with a constant rate of return

every year. The rate may change from year to year. Furthermore, if we make reinvestments, then

we need to know the profit earned on all the investments together. For example, if we have

invested in ELSS with five-year tenure; CAGR tells us how much return a fund earned us every

year during this period. However, this is applicable only if we re-invest our gains every year.

How to calculate Compound Annual Growth Rate?

Most investors rely on absolute returns to analyze the performance of their investments.

However, it does not consider the time value of money. On the other hand, CAGR takes into

account the period for which one stayed invested in the given avenue. It gives us an approximate

rate at which our investment would grow if there is no volatility. It is an excellent way to factor

the fluctuations experienced by the asset over a specific period. Then, we may easily interpret its

performance over the particular horizon. It is one of the excellent means to gauge how a given

investment fared as compared to its price. We can calculate CAGR in three easy steps but for

that we must know these three numbers:

1. The investment made in the initial year (the first year of investment).

2. Value of investment at the end of the year.

3. Tenure of investment.

We can calculate CAGR using a CAGR Calculator as well.

Let us have a look at the following example to understand the same better:

The formula for CAGR is:
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(Table Courtesy: Google)

For example, imagine we bought a stock at Rs. 100 in 2015. It appreciated by 25% to Rs. 125 in

the year 2016 and further appreciated to Rs. 150 in the year 2017. Therefore, the appreciation in

the rate from 2015 to 2017 was 50%.

If we want to know the growth rate of our investments for the entire period, we have to use

CAGR. If we put the above values in the formula, Compound Annual Growth Rate for our

investment between 2015 and 2017 comes out to 22.47%.

Compound Annual Growth Rate & Mutual Fund Returns

In case of an investment avenue like mutual funds, we need to ascertain whether it is worth

investing or not. For that, we require means to measure its performance over a given period.

Mutual fund fact sheet would give growth rates across different time horizons of the fund. It may

not be easy to judge the fund performance based on multiple rates. Instead, if we could know

how it has grown annually, then things may get simpler. This is where CAGR will help by

providing us with a single annual growth rate. Apart from this, it also brings compound interest

to the picture. Most investment avenues, including mutual funds, use compound interest to

compute returns. So, CAGR would be the right way to measure fund performance.

What as an Investor, one should know about CAGR?

1. The CAGR is not an indicator of sales that happened from the starting year to the last year. In

some cases, entire growth may be concentrated in the initial year or at the end of the year.

2. Sometimes, two investments may reflect the same CAGR, with one being more lucrative

than the other. This could be because the growth was faster in the initial year for one, while

the growth happened in the last year for the other.

3. They usually employ CAGR for investment periods ranging from three to seven years. If the

tenure is more than, like ten years, then the CAGR may hide the sub-trends in between.

4. Remember, Compound Annual Growth Rate is different from year-on-year (e.g. return on

31st March 2020 vs. that on 31st March 2021) growth rate.

What are the other ways to determine returns?

There are other types of returns, besides CAGR, that are useful in analyzing the performance of

mutual funds:

1. Annualized returns: It is the geometric average amount of funds that investment creates

every year for a fixed period. Annualized returns signify the return rate an investor earns for

a given period, considering the annual compounding of returns. This provides clarity on how

the investment would perform without focusing on the market volatility of markets.

2. Trailing returns: This is useful for calculating the historical performance of our funds on a

daily, weekly, monthly or annual basis. Trailing returns method is perfect for a one-time

investment (as discussed above). If we invest an amount on 17th April 2019, the 1-month
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trailing return period will range from 17th April 2019 to 17th May 2019.

3. Return since launch: One can ascertain the value of return since launch from the time an

NFO (New Fund Offer) gets closed. They calculate it at a first Net Asset Value of Rs. 10.

Conclusion

In a nutshell, in spite of other methods, CAGR is far more reliable to track the growth of an

investment. This is mainly because the annual return rate doesn’t consider the compounding

factor, leading to over-estimation. Thus, it is useful to understand how a mutual fund grows in

terms of CAGR and use it to compare different funds. If we can’t do such in-depth research,

taking advice from a reputed or certified financial advisor and invest in his hand-picked mutual

funds from the country’s top fund houses will surely help.

Portfolio Turnover Ratio – Meaning, Importance, How to use it

Portfolio Turnover Ratio (PTR) tells us the entire story about the buying and selling activity

happening within a fund.

What is Portfolio Turnover Ratio?

Portfolio turnover ratio indicates the frequency with which the fund’s holdings have changed

over the past year. In other words, we may perceive it as turning over of asset under management.

It is expressed in percentage terms. PTR provides insights about a lot of things. It gives us an

idea about the fund manager’s overall investment strategy. We can understand the entire

functioning of the fund by looking at the PTR. We may find it in the monthly fact sheet of a

mutual fund scheme. However, there is a simple formula which we may use to determine a

fund’s portfolio turnover ratio. It is calculated by dividing the lesser of purchases / sales by

average asset under management (AUM).

Suppose the equity fund purchased Rs. 300 crore of equity shares. In the same year, it sold Rs.

400 crore of equity shares. The average AUM of the fund is Rs. 1,200 crore. Hence, the portfolio

turnover ratio of the fund is 25%. It means that 25% or one-fourth of the assets of

the portfolio were churned over the last one year.

(Image Courtesy: Google)
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What is the importance of Portfolio Turnover Ratio?

Portfolio turnover ratio can provide clues about the manner of fund management. It reveals

which kind of strategy the fund manager is using to generate returns on investment. A low

turnover ratio indicates a buy and hold strategy. It means that the fund manager is confident

about his stock purchases. Moreover, he plans to keep them for the entire investment horizon of

the fund. Automatically, such a fund will have a low expense ratio owing to low transaction costs.

Low portfolio turnover ratio might also be due to the fund category. In passive funds like index

funds, the fund manager merely matches the funds’ holdings with that of the underlying index.

Consequently, there is not much trading activity resulting in low portfolio turnover ratio. Funds

having a high portfolio turnover ratio entail aggressive trading activity. The fund manager keeps

buying and selling the securities to take advantage of the situation. We may witness a high

Portfolio turnover ratio in funds following an active investing strategy. Aggressive trading

entails transaction costs, thereby, increasing the expense ratio of the fund. Consequently, funds

having dynamic asset allocation might have a relatively higher expense ratio. The level of

portfolio turnover ratio also depends on market conditions. A highly volatile market causes the

fund manager to sit tight, thereby, keeping the turnover ratio at low levels. On the contrary, a

rallying market encourages fund manager to indulge in frequent trading; thereby, increasing the

portfolio turnover ratio.

How to use PTR to select mutual funds?

So, we now know that portfolio turnover ratio can disclose numerous things about a mutual fund.

The next thought that comes to our mind is, ‘Whether a high portfolio turnover ratio is good or

bad?’

The answer is – It depends on circumstances!

When the fund manager is trading securities in the portfolio, he is contributing to the expense

ratio by way of transaction costs. If the frequency of churning is high to tap the opportunity, it

might lead to an increase in the portfolio turnover ratio. However, such kind of churning should

reflect as higher risk-adjusted returns for the fund. The returns of the fund need to increase to

commensurate with the increase in the expense ratio. On the contrary, if the steady increase in

turnover ratio and expense ratio is not being reflected in our returns, then, it is a matter of

concern. There can be a number of reasons for this anomaly. Chances might be that the fund

manager is clueless about the market movements and he is just churning the portfolio as a hit and

trial method to arrive at the ideal stock picking. In such a scenario, we might end up paying

higher fund management expenses without getting corresponding higher returns. Hence, it is

very important to consider other ratios like the Sharpe Ratio (discussed in Part 16 of this series)

to derive real sense out of the portfolio turnover ratio. Apart from this, we need to align our

investment objectives with that of the fund. If one believes in passive investing, then active

investing might seem a costly proposition. Thus, based on portfolio turnover ratio and objectives,

selecting an appropriate mutual fund makes a better sense.
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(Series to be Continued)

(We shall continue this Article on Finance in the Part 20 of this Series in Volume 3 Issue

4 – July–August 2020 Issue – Second Part with Mutual Funds)
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